Think of some women and girls who inspire you. One might be a family member or someone you see every day. Perhaps it’s a woman who changed the course of history or works to improve the world right now. Need a little inspiration on the go? Let these amazing women be yours!

**Supplies:** Scissors, tape, pictures or photos of women who inspire you

1. Print the following page on letter-size paper. Fold in half across the pink dotted line in the middle of the two panels.

2. Cut the folded paper on the blue dotted lines.

3. Fold the paper again on the pink dotted lines. You will make five folds.

4. On the inside, cut the folded paper on the three blue dotted lines above the numbers to create pockets to hold pictures of your inspiring women. Then tape the edges of the paper.

5. Place pictures of three inspiring women in the slits, then write who they are. Lastly, write who you inspire!

6. Fold this up and carry the women who inspire you everywhere!